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WESTERN TRADITION PARTNERSHIP, A

corporation registered in the State of Montana;
MONTANA CITIZENS FOR zuGHT TO WORK.
INC., a Montana corporation; and SWEET
GRASS COUNCIL FOR COMMUNITY
INTEGzuTY, an unincorporated association; and
ROES l - s0,

Plaintiffs,
vs.

JAMES MURRY, in his official capacity as

Commissioner of Political Practices; and STEVE
BULLOCK, in his official capacity as Attorney
Generalof the State of Montana;

Defendants

and

JAMES MURRY, in his official capacity as

Comrnissioner of Political Practices,

Counterclaim Plaintift ,

vs.

WE,STERN TRADITI ON PARTNERSHIP,

Counterclaim Defendant.
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DECLARATION OF DONNY FERGUSON
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I, Donald Ferguson, swear and state as foliows:
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l. I am over the age of 18 and am competent to testify to the matters herein. I

reside in Washington D.C.

2. All matters testified to herein are known to me personally.

3. Since 2009 I have been the Executive Director of Western Tradition

Parnrership, now called American Tradition partnership.

4. I received a copy of the Court's Order on Motion for Sanctions on December

t2,20t2.

5. During the intervening week, I have been travering forth between

Washington D.C. and Texas for personal reasons.

6. As a result, I have been unable to dedicate any significant time to

accumulating, tracking, and cataloging and mailing to wrp,s attorney the

information required to be produced in the Court's Order on Motion for

Sanctions.

7. In addition, though I have spent some time working on accpmulating the

information and documents sought, the broad scope of materials requested in

the discovery questions at issue in the Court's Order made it difficult, if not

nearly, impossible for me to accumulate, catalogue, and prod.uce in a cogent

form in the extremely short time period ordered by the Court.

8. The Court is seeking WTP/ATP to produce and catalogue in detail 4 years

worth of information. As I was the only staff member of WTP as of the date

of the order, it was impossible for me to accumulate the requested

information in the time frame ordered by the court, particularly in light of the

fact that I had been on planned trips and personal business.
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9. I am the only WTP stalf at the moment. This is due in part to the fact that

this Court's order allowing the Montana Commissioner of Political Practices

to distribute publicly WTP's financial and other information, which included

the distribution of donor information, has severely harmed WTP's ability to

fundraise and has adversely impacted relationships with prior donors.

Since the Court's order, prior donors and prospective donors are declining to

contribute given their stated concern about having their nzunes publicly and

widely distributed, and having their information posted on blogs and

published in newspapers, uts transpired after this Court's earlier order.

As stated, wTP has no dedicated full time staffother than me. If I leave this

position it is unlikely wTP will be able to hire a new Executive Director. As

a result, WTP would likely have a hard time complying with the Court,s

order on sanctions in the near future.

In my opinion, if this Court does not grant WTP a time extension to comply

with the court's order on Sanctions, the Court will work extreme hardship

on wrP/ATP and will prohibit wrP from fully defending itself against the

meritless claims of the Montana commissioner of Political Practices.

As I stated in an earlier affidavit, to my knowledge, WTP did not pay for the

flyers at issue in the Graybill Complaint. The flyers were paid for a PAC.

CEE, made up of persons associated with WTP, which the creation of such

PAC was required in order to engage in political speech prior to the United

States Supreme Court's decision in Citizens United.

This Court has already done serious damage to WTP's mission and its ability

10.
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to associate with other associations and groups that engage in political speech

and association by allowing the State of Montana to disclose WTP's

confldential. proprietary financial information. It should not do further

darnage to WTP by not granting it an extension to comply with the Court's

Order on Sanctions.

Fu(her. the Declarant sayetlt naught.

"l declare under penalty of perjury and under the laws of the state of Montana that thc

fbregoing is true and correct".

DATED this day of Dccember. 2012 at Washington D.C.

Donny Ferguson
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